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___________________________________________________________________

__________ 
                                                                                                                                                                                      Pastor Scott Velain 

 

Matthew Chapter 7 

 Understanding More Torah! 
 

Today we’re going to of course be exploring Matthew chapter 7 but before we even 

get started reading the text for ourselves today, I want to once again make it 

abundantly clear that what our Messiah is indeed teaching here in Matthew chapters 

5, 6, and 7 is the Torah of his Father. And for those of you who don’t know what the 

Torah of our Father in heaven is… the Torah of God is the first five books of what 

we know today as our Bibles. And unfortunately the Torah which is the first five 

books of our Bibles is a part of the Bible that most modern day professing 

Christians today do not read for many different reasons the most prominent of 

which is the old worn out excuse that the first half of the Bible doesn’t mean 

anything anymore since Jesus came to do away with it and to create his own 

Sabbaths and to create his own festivals and to create his own feast days and to 

celebrate his own birthday and to make up a whole different set of rules and 

regulations the most prominent of which is that do as thou wilt is now the whole of 

the law because you’re once saved always saved and it really doesn’t matter how 

you live or what you do because you can no longer lose your salvation. At least as 

far as most modern day denominational empires are concerned. And yes… I’m 

going there again. And why? Because there’s somebody out there who still doesn’t 

know the truth. Theres still somebody out there who’s just now tunning in. 

Somebody who wants to know the truth and is looking for someone to speak it to 

them. And it is my obligation and mission this very day… to put that truth in their 

hearing so that they can be saved on the day of the return of our Messiah who is 

Yeshua Hamashiach (Jesus in the Greek).  

 

As we’ve already seen during our past several studies into what is best known as the 

sermon on the mount, our Messiah has been teaching and explaining his Father’s 

Torah and how to stay far away from the sin and the transgressions that his Father 
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had already laid out thousands of years ago within his Torah back in the beginning 

of our Bibles.  

 

Our Messiah began his teaching by explaining who was going to enter into his 

Father’s kingdom and who was not. He began by explaining that his people are to 

be a light on a hill not a light hidden under a basket. And in chapter five of the book 

of Mattew our Messiah clearly explains that he did not come to do away with or 

abolish the law or the Prophets, but that he came to “pleroo” them… to “fully 

preach” them, for this is what the English word “fulfill” truly means in Matthew 

chapter 5. And how do we know that? Well, all we have to do is to lookup the 

original Greek word for “fulfill” which is the Greek word “pleroo” which once 

again means many different things none of which is to abolish or do away with.  

 

To “pleroo” something means to “fully preach” something or to do something as an 

example to others. It means to satisfy, to execute, verify and accomplish something. 

And how do we know that we have the proper understanding of the word “fullfill” 

or “pleroo” in Matthew chapter five? Because of what our Messiah continues to say 

in the very next sentence of his proclamation. He says in Matthew chapter 5 verse 

18 that until both heaven and earth pass away not one crossing of a “t” or one 

dotting of an “i” will pass from his Father’s law until all is accomplished. And when 

do we see heaven and earth passing away and all things being accomplished? Not 

until the end of the age clear at the back of the book in Revelation chapter 21 and 

I’ll let you read that for yourselves. Today’s homework if you will.  

 

And from that point our Messiah teaches us about anger and lust and divorce and 

taking oaths and retaliation all of which are taught within the confines of his 

Father’s Torah. He teaches us about loving our enemies and giving to the needy and 

even teaches us how to pray properly to his Father in heaven. He then goes on to 

teach about fasting and why it is that we should not be anxious about tomorrow, and 

here in Matthew chapter 7 he will continue on to talk about judging others, asking 

for what it is that we need, the golden rule, and how to spot a wolf in sheep’s 

clothing. Once again… all of which are well laid out before us within the confines 

of the Torah clear back in the beginning of our Bibles.  

 

And so, it should be obvious to all who read these chapters of the book of Matthew 

that our Messiah was deeply concerned with the law of his Father. He was deeply 

concerned with teaching his people how to become righteous, and how to properly 

obey the God given commandments that had been laid out before them thousands of 
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years ago. And what’s even more astonishing is the fact that right here in Matthew 

chapter 7 our Messiah clearly tells us that not everyone who calls him lord is getting 

into his Father’s kingdom. The only people who are going to gain entrance into this 

Father’s kingdom are going to be those who are doing the will of his Father who is 

in heaven. And those who are not doing the will of his Father in heaven he will 

point to as people that he doesn’t even know because they are indeed… lawless.  

 

And so, as we read through the 7th chapter of the book of Matthew this morning let 

us have the eyes to see and the ears to hear what was important to our Messiah 

during this most important teaching that he gave to all of these people that had 

come to gather around him from places like Galilee, and Decapolis and from 

Jerusalem and Judea and from beyond the Jordan. Most of which already had some 

form of understanding of the Torah and the law of God and were awaiting this very 

Messiah that was speaking to them that precious day. That’s why they were there in 

the first place. 

 

Keeping this all in mind… let us now read Matthew chapter 7 for ourselves so that 

we can know exactly what it says and just as importantly… what it does not say. 

Matthw chapter 7 E1; 

 

 Mat 7:1  “Judge not, that you be not judged.  

Mat 7:2  For with the judgment you pronounce you will be judged, and with the measure 

you use it will be measured to you.  

Mat 7:3  Why do you see the speck that is in your brother's eye, but do not notice the 

log that is in your own eye?  

Mat 7:4  Or how can you say to your brother, ‘Let me take the speck out of your eye,’ 

when there is the log in your own eye?  

Mat 7:5  You hypocrite, first take the log out of your own eye, and then you will see 

clearly to take the speck out of your brother's eye.  

Mat 7:6  “Do not give dogs what is holy, and do not throw your pearls before pigs, lest 

they trample them underfoot and turn to attack you.  

Ask, and It Will Be Given 

Mat 7:7  “Ask, and it will be given to you; seek, and you will find; knock, and it will be 

opened to you.  

Mat 7:8  For everyone who asks receives, and the one who seeks finds, and to the one 

who knocks it will be opened.  

Mat 7:9  Or which one of you, if his son asks him for bread, will give him a stone?  

Mat 7:10  Or if he asks for a fish, will give him a serpent?  

Mat 7:11  If you then, who are evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how 

much more will your Father who is in heaven give good things to those who ask him!  
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The Golden Rule 

Mat 7:12  “So whatever you wish that others would do to you, do also to them, for this 

is the Law and the Prophets.  

Mat 7:13  “Enter by the narrow gate. For the gate is wide and the way is easy that leads 

to destruction, and those who enter by it are many.  

Mat 7:14  For the gate is narrow and the way is hard that leads to life, and those who 

find it are few.  

A Tree and Its Fruit 

Mat 7:15  “Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep's clothing but inwardly 

are ravenous wolves.  

Mat 7:16  You will recognize them by their fruits. Are grapes gathered from 

thornbushes, or figs from thistles?  

Mat 7:17  So, every healthy tree bears good fruit, but the diseased tree bears bad fruit.  

Mat 7:18  A healthy tree cannot bear bad fruit, nor can a diseased tree bear good fruit.  

Mat 7:19  Every tree that does not bear good fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire.  

Mat 7:20  Thus you will recognize them by their fruits.  

I Never Knew You 

Mat 7:21  “Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the kingdom of heaven, 

but the one who does the will of my Father who is in heaven.  

Mat 7:22  On that day many will say to me, ‘Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy in your 

name, and cast out demons in your name, and do many mighty works in your name?’  

Mat 7:23  And then will I declare to them, ‘I never knew you; depart from me, you 

workers of lawlessness.’  

Build Your House on the Rock 

Mat 7:24  “Everyone then who hears these words of mine and does them will be like a 

wise man who built his house on the rock.  

Mat 7:25  And the rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and beat on that 

house, but it did not fall, because it had been founded on the rock.  

Mat 7:26  And everyone who hears these words of mine and does not do them will be 

like a foolish man who built his house on the sand.  

Mat 7:27  And the rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and beat against 

that house, and it fell, and great was the fall of it.”  

The Authority of Jesus 

Mat 7:28  And when Jesus finished these sayings, the crowds were astonished at his 

teaching,  

Mat 7:29  for he was teaching them as one who had authority, and not as their scribes.  
 

One of the very first things that we notice here in Matthew chapter 7 is that our 

Messiah tells us to judge not so that we will not be judged. And this is an important 

section of Matthew chapter 7 to understand because it is often times taught 
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incorrectly and used to tell Christians today that they can’t or shouldn’t judge which 

is certainly not what our Messiah was trying to demonstrate in this passage.  

 

Notice that Yeshua tells the crowds that the same judgment that you pronounce 

against others will be used against you. And so, the objective here is not that we are 

not to rightly and justly judge… but that we are not to judge others while we’re 

doing the same thing that we’re judging them for doing.  

 

Our Messiah had all kinds of pet names for the Pharisees and the Scribes who were 

the Pastors and Priests of his time. He called them two-fold children of hell, blind 

men, blind guides, whitewashed tombs beautiful on the outside but full of dead 

men’s bones on the inside. He called them serpents and a brood of vipers but the 

one most commonly used name that he used to describe them over and over and 

over again… was “hypocrites”. E1 

 

A “hypocrite” is someone who judges others for doing what they themselves are 

doing. Notice in verse 3… that our Messiah asks the crowds how they can see the 

speck that is in their brother’s eye, when they can’t see the log that’s in their own 

eye? He says you “hypocrites”… there’s that word again… first take the log out of 

your own eye and then…. once the log is out of your own eye… then… you will be 

able to help your brother with the speck that is in his eye. Keeping this in mind… 

I’d like us to hear how the Apostle Paul explained the proper art of judging others in 

1st Corinthians 5:11-13 (scrn 1) 
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Here Paul tells the assembly in Corinth to judge those who are in the assembly but 

not those who are outside of the assembly.  

 

It is clearly written that God’s people will judge the world! 1st Corinthians 6:2-3 

(scrn 2) 
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You see our Messiah was not telling us not to judge… he was telling us not to judge 

unjustly as the hypocrites do. Listen closely to what our Messiah tells us in John 

7:24 (scrn 3) 
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You see it’s not about allowing wickedness within the assembly to run rampant my 

friends and turning a blind eye to sin and transgression. It’s about having the 

discernment to know right from wrong in our own lives before we venture out and 

point to the sins of others. Consider Romans 2:1-3 (scrn 4) 

 

 
 

If there is anything that our Messiah hates… it is a “hypocrite”, and we’ll soon see 

that in Matthew chapter 23 as we move on throughout our studies. And so, as we 

read what our Messiah is telling us in Matthew chapter 7, we need to be careful not 

to misunderstand what is being said here as many modern-day denominational 

churches have done. To get an even better understanding of what our Messiah is 

trying to tell us in Matthew chapter 7 it’s important for us to also read how the 

Apostle Paul explains judging in 1st Corinthians chapter 5 E2 

 

1Co 5:1  It is actually reported that there is sexual immorality among you, and of a kind 

that is not tolerated even among pagans, for a man has his father's wife.  

1Co 5:2  And you are arrogant! Ought you not rather to mourn? Let him who has done 

this be removed from among you.  

1Co 5:3  For though absent in body, I am present in spirit; and as if present, I have 

already pronounced judgment on the one who did such a thing.  

1Co 5:4  When you are assembled in the name of the Lord Jesus and my spirit is 
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present, with the power of our Lord Jesus,  

1Co 5:5  you are to deliver this man to Satan for the destruction of the flesh, so that his 

spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord.  

1Co 5:6  Your boasting is not good. Do you not know that a little leaven leavens the 

whole lump?  

1Co 5:7  Cleanse out the old leaven that you may be a new lump, as you really are 

unleavened. For Christ, our Passover lamb, has been sacrificed.  

1Co 5:8  Let us therefore celebrate the festival, not with the old leaven, the leaven of 

malice and evil, but with the unleavened bread of sincerity and truth.  

1Co 5:9  I wrote to you in my letter not to associate with sexually immoral people—  

1Co 5:10  not at all meaning the sexually immoral of this world, or the greedy and 

swindlers, or idolaters, since then you would need to go out of the world.  

1Co 5:11  But now I am writing to you not to associate with anyone who bears the name 
of brother if he is guilty of sexual immorality or greed, or is an idolater, reviler, 

drunkard, or swindler—not even to eat with such a one.  

1Co 5:12  For what have I to do with judging outsiders? Is it not those inside the church 

whom you are to judge?  

1Co 5:13  God judges those outside. “Purge the evil person from among you.”  
 

And so, from these Scriptures we can clearly see that even the Apostle Paul was 

judging people according to verse 3, and the Apostle Paul clearly is clearly 

chastising this assembly because they have not judged this man properly for what 

he had done. And Paul goes on to tell this assembly that once again… a little leaven 

leavens the whole lump which means that if you allow a little sin within your 

assembly it will fester and infect the whole assembly because that’s what sin does. 

It grows and if it’s okay for one to sin and get away with it…then before long 

everyone will want to be able to sin and get away with it. Thus, leavening the whole 

lump. And this is exactly why the Apostle Paul is chastising this assembly because 

they did not judge properly as they should have.  

 

Keeping this in mind, it’s also important to make note of the fact that Paul tells us 

that God judges those outside of the assembly. And so, we are not to judge those 

outside of the assembly or those who are not part of the body because this is God’s 

domain and not ours but… we are to judge those within the assembly (also known 

as the body) or anyone who calls themselves a brother or sister.  

 

Furthermore… Paul tells the assembly to deliver this man to Satan for the 

destruction of is body so that his spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord, and in 

verse 13 Paul tells the assembly to purge the evil person from among them. This 

once again is needed in order to protect the assembly from the cancer of sin entering 
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into the flock and spreading like wildfire.  

 

And so… there is a difference between righteous judgement and un-righteous 

judgement. And we are not to judge those outside of the assembly, but we are to 

judge each other inside the assembly. Why? Because we are all one. We are all part 

of the body, the Olive Tree, the Root, that is our Messiah that came from and is 

ruler over the House of Israel that will remain as the remnant at the end of the age.  

 

Keeping all of this in mind… its important to understand the dangers of judging 

others. If we ourselves are not free from the sin that we are judging our brothers 

for… then we have no business judging them for doing the same things that we 

ourselves are doing. And this is exactly what our Messiah is attempting to convey to 

us in Matthew chapter 7.  

 

If you have a log in your own eye and you yourself are committing the same sin or 

worse… then how can you say that you’re judging righteously? Simply put… you 

can’t. And by judging your brother for doing what you yourself are doing you are 

heaping burning coals on your own head because once again it is written that you 

will be judged by the measure that you judge others with.  

 

And so… let us always remember that judging others within the assembly is indeed 

important but at the same time we must always remember that before we point that 

finger at someone else, we’d better make absolutely sure that we ourselves are not 

guilty of the same transgression.  

 

Judging rightly as our Mesiah tells us in John chapter 7 is extremely important 

because any time that we judge someone else we put ourselves in danger if we 

ourselves are not free from that same sin. Once again, our Messiah hates a hypocrite 

and that’s something that we want to stay far, far away from. E1 

 

And I also want us to pay close attention to what our Messiah tells us right after he 

teaches us to be careful how we judge others. He says and I quote in verse 6 “Do 

not give dogs what is holy, and do not throw your pearls before pigs, lest they 

trample them underfoot and turn to attack you.  

 

This is important for us to understand because if we have judged someone to be in 

sin and they reject our help no matter what we say or do… then we must remember 

that the choice is theirs and not ours. It’s their choice to make. And if they are hell 
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bent on rejecting the truth of Yehvoah God’s word then we should not give to the 

dogs what is holy and there is no point in throwing our pearls before pigs. Not says 

I… but says our very own Messiah. There is no point in arguing or debating with 

someone who’s just looking for a fight. If they willfully and intentionally have 

refused to hear the truth, then our job is done, and we need not waste our time with 

someone who hates God when plenty of others are out there just waiting to hear the 

truth so that they can come to Yehovah God. E1 

 

Moving on into verse 7 we find our Messiah teaching the importance of asking, 

seeking and knocking on God’s door and not the door of men. Notice here in verses 

7 through 11 that our Messiah is clearly talking about his Father. He’s not talking 

about asking, seeking and knocking on the door of men or their empires or their 

denominational charters. He’s talking about asking, seeking and knocking on his 

Father’s door and he tells us that his Father will indeed give good gifts to his 

children which is another whole teaching that we could get into alone.  

 

Being a child of God means that we know the biblical definition of the love of God 

as written in 1st John 5:3. It means that his law is written in our hearts and in our 

minds. It means that we fully understand that salvation is not a one-way street but a 

two-way street. True love is reciprocal which means that there is a giving and a 

receiving experienced by both parties not just one party. And when you think about 

it… everything that our Messiah has been teaching us since Matthew chapter 5 all 

has to do with the love of God his Father. Everything that our Messiah is teaching 

us here in this sermon of the mount has to do with obedience. Obedience is not the 

enemy my friends. Obedience is the key to unlocking our love for Yehvoah God so 

that he knows that we love and respect him for who he is.  

 

Far too many modern-day churches have watered down and even done away with 

obedience and self-control and honor and character and justice. For them do as thou 

wilt has become the whole of the law and obedience is a thing of the past. But I tell 

you the truth my friends… nothing could be farther from the truth according to our 

Messiah who has just laid out all of these things before us in order to try and bring 

us back to the obedience of his Father’s word so that we can once again become his 

children and so that he can once again become our God. It is written that we are to 

become a nation of priests and not just in the Old Testament… but in the New 

Testament as well. (scrn 5) 
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Keeping this in mind it should be of no surprise that he would indeed give us good 

gifts just as our Messiah tells us that he will, and most of us have already received 

and abundance of good gifts if we allow ourselves the time to sit and think about it 

long enough. E1 

 

And of course, what we see in verse 12 has everything to do with treating each 

other as we would want others to treat us which once again goes directly back to the 

Torah of Yehovah God. (scrn 6) 
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Once again, we can see a clear and concise distinction between what our Mesiah is 

teaching us in Matthew chapter 7 and what his Father taught us in Exodus chapter 

22 and Deuteronomy chapter 10. It’s all about giving what you expect to receive. 

E3 

 

Mat 7:15  “Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep's clothing but inwardly 

are ravenous wolves.  

Mat 7:16  You will recognize them by their fruits. Are grapes gathered from 

thornbushes, or figs from thistles?  

Mat 7:17  So, every healthy tree bears good fruit, but the diseased tree bears bad fruit.  

Mat 7:18  A healthy tree cannot bear bad fruit, nor can a diseased tree bear good fruit.  

Mat 7:19  Every tree that does not bear good fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire.  

Mat 7:20  Thus you will recognize them by their fruits.  
 

Moving down to Matthew chapter 7 verse 15 we see our Messiah once again 

teaching his Father’s Torah… his Law… his spoken word as he begins to teach us 

how to spot wolves in sheep’s clothing. And the very first thing that he says is that 

we will know them by their fruits. This is a direct reflection of Deuteronomy 

chapter 13. E4 

 

Deu 13:1  “If a prophet or a dreamer of dreams arises among you and gives you a sign 
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or a wonder,  

Deu 13:2  and the sign or wonder that he tells you comes to pass, and if he says, ‘Let us 

go after other gods,’ which you have not known, ‘and let us serve them,’  

Deu 13:3  you shall not listen to the words of that prophet or that dreamer of dreams. 

For the LORD your God is testing you, to know whether you love the LORD your God 

with all your heart and with all your soul.  

Deu 13:4  You shall walk after the LORD your God and fear him and keep his 

commandments and obey his voice, and you shall serve him and hold fast to him.  

Deu 13:5  But that prophet or that dreamer of dreams shall be put to death, because he 
has taught rebellion against the LORD your God, who brought you out of the land of 

Egypt and redeemed you out of the house of slavery, to make you leave the way in 
which the LORD your God commanded you to walk. So you shall purge the evil from 

your midst.  
 

Anything or anyone who teaches you to not do what Yehovah God says is a false 

prophet or as our Messiah calls them in Matthew chapter 7 a “wolf in sheep’s 

clothing”. And yes… Yehovah does allow these sheep in wolves clothing to test us 

to see whether or not we will love him with all of our hearts and all of our souls.  

 

We are not commanded to walk after pastors, priests, bishops, rabbis, or popes that 

speak against the word of our Father in heaven. We are warned to hold fast to 

Yehvoah God and to keep his commandments and to obey his voice and to serve 

him and to hold fast to him not some denominational charter of men who teach and 

preach against his Sabbaths and against his feast days and against his appointments 

and precepts.  

 

According to Deuteronomy chapter 13, these men will be put to death because they 

are indeed teaching rebellion against Yehvoah our God and this is exactly what our 

Messiah is teaching us in Matthew chapter 7. These wolves… these false prophets 

will indeed have rotten fruit. What is rotten fruit? Rotten fruit is what leads to death. 

Rotten fruit does not sustain the body it makes the body sick. And once again it is 

written that man does not live by bread alone but by what?.... By ever word… get 

that my friends… every word… that proceeds from the mouth of God.  

 

The word of God is like manna from heaven. It sustains life. Rotten fruit does 

nothing but make us sick and leads to death. You see it’s all about the life-giving 

word of Yehvoah God and this is what our Messiah is trying to tell us. If the man 

standing behind your church pulpit is not protecting you from every wind of 

doctrine and from human cunning and craftiness and deceitful scheme… then he is 

indeed a wolf in sheep’s clothing. If his words do not agree with and honor the word 
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of Yehvoah God, then he is a false prophet. If the Sabbath that he keeps honors the 

Pope of Rome on Sunday… then his fruit is rotten and should not be eaten. He is 

teaching rebellion against the spoken word of God and will indeed pay the ultimate 

price for doing so, and just as it is written… that tree will be cut down and thrown 

into the fire. E4 

 

And I want us to also notice what it says once again in Deuteronomy chapter 13 

verse 5. It says and I quote, “So you shall purge the evil from your midst”. Is this 

not just what we read in 1st Corinthians chapter 5 verse 15 from the Apostle Paul 

who just got done telling us to purge the evil person from among us?  

 

And yet there are churches today who cast rotten fruit upon their congregations 

every Sunday morning by telling them that the Law of God is done away with and a 

curse and that do as thou wilt is now the whole of the law because they are once 

saved always saved. All the while honoring the Pope of Rome on his… Sunday 

Sabbath instead of honoring Yehvoah God on his 7th day Sabbath.  

 

If there is anything that we can say is not in the sermon on the mount that our 

Messiah has delivered to us it’s “once saved always saved”. And not only will you 

not hear that rotten fruit from our Messiah during his sermon on the mount, but you 

won’t hear that rotten fruit anywhere within the confines of your God breathed 

Scripture. And why? Because it is indeed… rotten fruit that has been invented by 

evil men who rebel against God. Wolves in sheep’s clothing who just like their 

father love to dress themselves up like an angel of light. There simply is no such 

thing as… once saved always saved according to Scripture. Beware my friends for 

it is written (scrn 7) 
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E5 

 

And as we move down to Matthew chapter 7 verse 21, we once again find our 

Messiah teaching the crowds that it’s not about him. Our Messiah was brutally 

honest with us when he once again humbled himself before us and told us that we 

can call him Lord all day every day, we can shower him with praise and honor and 

bow down before him but if we are not doing… get that my friends “doing”… if we 

are not “doing” the will of his Father in heaven… we will never enter the Kingdom 

of heaven.  

 

And our Messiah continues on to warn us all that on that day… the day that he 

returns to separate the sheep from the goats… many people are going to come to 

him beating on their chest and proclaiming how they prophesied in his name and 

how they cast out demons in his name and how they did many mighty works in his 

name only to have him look them dead in the eye and tell them… that he never 

knew them. And he will at that time tell them to get away from him because they 

are and I quote… “lawless”. And once again it my say “iniquity” in your King 

James Bible but the original Greek word there is “an-om-ee-ah” (anomia) and it 

means “transgression of the law”.  
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Those who have laughed… those who have mocked… those who have produced 

rotten fruit and lies about the law of God which is his spoken word… those who are 

“an-om-ee-ah” lawless… will be part of those who he will openly reject because 

they were not doing the will of his Father in heaven.  

 

You see the instruction manual is the Torah… the spoken word of God which is his 

Law. And his Law has to do with his commandments, his appointments, his feast 

days, his Sabbaths and his precepts not mans. And if you’re not doing the Father’s 

will, you’re not doing the Son’s will. And if you don’t know the Father… you do 

not know the Son who came to bring you back to his Father.  

 

This my friends is bar none the most frighting Scripture in all of the Bible and yet 

most people read over it like it’s nothing more than a cliché or some kind of obscure 

teaching that they don’t understand and they hardly ever take the time to sit down 

and ponder it and what it means or what it is that our Messiah is trying to tell us.  

 

This is a major warning for the world my friends. Our Messiah has already told us 

in Matthew chapter 5 that he did not come to abolish the law or the prophets and 

that not one crossing of a “t” or one dotting of an “i” would pass from his Father’s 

law until both heaven and earth pass away and all things are accomplished, which 

once again does not happen until the end of the age in Revelation chapter 21 clear at 

the back of the book. 

 

And yet… not only the world… but the church today… sleeps and slumbers. Eating 

its rotten fruit while sitting in their own sin so content and so apathetic that most of 

them will be those who will think that they have prophesied in his name. They will 

think that they have cast out demons in his name. They will think that they have 

done many mighty works in his name. Only to find out… that he doesn’t even know 

them because… because… they are lawless and do not know or understand and are 

not obedient to the spoken word of his Father.  

 

That day is coming my friends. And it’s closer now than when we first believed. But 

you wouldn’t know it by looking at the world today. Just as our Messiah has already 

told us… it will indeed by just like the days of Noah. Matthew 24:37-39 (scrn 8) 
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In the end as we close Matthew chapter 7 our Messiah tells us very clearly that 

everyone who hears his words and does them is like a man who builds his house on 

the rock. And no storm will be able to destroy it. But everyone who hears his words 

and does not do them will be like a fool who built his house in the sand. And when 

the storm came… the house was destroyed.  

 

And so, the question them becomes… what is the rock that we are to build our 

houses upon? Psalms 18:2 (scrn 9) 
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(scrn 10) 

 

 
(scrn 11) 
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(scrn 12) 

 

 
(scrn 13) 
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(scrn 14) 

 

 
(scrn 15) 
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(scrn 16) 

 

 
(scrn 17) 
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(scrn 18) 

 

 
Once again… the word of God is God. Where God is, his word is. And this is the 

Rock that we have built our houses upon. Our Messiah became the word of God 
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because he knew, loved, and obeyed the word of Yehovah God to perfection. The 

Rock that is Yehvoah God dwelt securely within the heart of his only begotten Son 

who also became a Rock… a Cornerstone… and a refuge to us brought forth by the 

Rock who is Yehvoah God.  And we also are called to pick up our crosses and to 

follow him and to walk as he walked and to do as he did and by doing so we are 

also expected to become the word of God just as our Messiah did. A piece of that 

very Rock is given and now dwells within each one of us along with the hope that 

on that precious day when he returns, we will still be found standing on that same 

Rock that we have built our houses upon. (scrn 19) 

 

 
 

It is this Rock… this truth… this word… that is the light that leads to life. And as 

we fight to endure to the end and to conquer just as our Messiah conquered… we 

pray for the tenacity, the fortitude, and the courage to stand on this Rock just as the 

Lion of Judah has done before us. 1st Peter 2:6-9 (scrn 20) 
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And so, with that understanding under our belts and fastened securely within our 

hearts and minds I will do as I always do and once again ask as I always do that 

everyone within the sound of my voice would please… take what you have heard 

here today to your own prayer closet, and bow your head, and bend your knee, and 

face the holy promised land of Jerusalem, and ask in the name of Yeshua 

Hamashiach if what you have heard here today be true… or not.  

 

Ask, seek, and knock on his door, and his door alone and the proper door will be 

opened to you. And if you will do that, and if you will stay the course to the end… 

you and I will surely walk through the gates of his soon coming kingdom together. 

 


